COMMUNITY
OUTREACH TOOLKIT
A quickstart guide to tailoring
census outreach efforts for the
people you serve
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“I don’t feel comfortable
sharing my information.”
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“I don’t have time
ļĔţĆĆĔŁļļñÕËÕčĴŁĴʣʽ

“I have trouble completing
census forms.”

“I don’t think the census has
any impact on my life.”
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OUTREACH

GET A CENSUS
REFRESHER
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STEP 6
Answer some
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the blanks to create
a plan for your
outreach strategy.

USE OUR
RESOURCES
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See examples and get printable
materials to support your
census outreach efforts.
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READ THE INTRO

WHAT THIS TOOLKIT
IS AND WHO IT’S FOR
Hello, and thanks for your interest!
You see the value in high-quality census data and want to ensure this
GSRXMRYIWWSXLEX]SYVSVKERM^EXMSRERHSYVGSQQYRMXMIWGERFIRIƤXYou
want the people you serve to be accurately counted so they get their fair
share of funding and representation for the next decade.
'IRWYWTEVXRIVWEVIGVMXMGEPXSLIPTMRKXLI97'IRWYW&YVIEYVIEGLTISTPI
EGVSWWXLIREXMSR8LMWXSSPOMX[MPPSYXPMRIJSYVFEVVMIVWXLEXGIRWYWERH
I\XIVREPVIWIEVGLLEZIMHIRXMƤIHEWTEVXMGYPEVP]GSQQSRVIEWSRWJSVRSX
GSQTPIXMRKXLIGIRWYW&IGEYWI]SYORS[]SYVGSQQYRMX]FIWX you are
uniquely positioned to break down these barriers and ensure the people
you care about are counted.
8LMWXSSPOMX[EWHIZIPSTIHMRGSPPEFSVEXMSR[MXLXLI
3JƤGISJ)ZEPYEXMSR7GMIRGIW[LMGLFVMRKWHMZIVWI
WGMIRXMƤGI\TIVXMWIXS*IHIVEPEKIRGMIWXVERWPEXMRK
research insights into concrete recommendations
JSVLS[XSMQTVSZI*IHIVEPTVSKVEQWTSPMGMIW
ERHSTIVEXMSRW It provides useful tips and
evidence-based guidance on how to make your
communications and outreach efforts as effective
as possible.
Let’s get started!
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GET A CENSUS REFRESHER

CENSUS 101:
WHAT, WHY, & WHEN
8LI'IRWYW&YVIEYŭWQMWWMSRMWXSWIVZIEWXLIPIEHMRKWSYVGISJUYEPMX]
HEXEEFSYXXLIREXMSRŭWTISTPIERHIGSRSQ]8LI'IRWYW&YVIEYGSPPIGXW
information through the decennial census, the American Community
7YVZI]XLIIGSRSQMGGIRWYWERHmany other surveys
*IHIVEPJYRHWKVERXWERHWYTTSVXXSWXEXIWGSYRXMIWERHGSQQYRMXMIWEVI
based on population totals and breakdowns by sex, age, race and other
JEGXSVW4ISTPIMR]SYVGSQQYRMX]YWI'IRWYW&YVIEYHEXEMREPPOMRHWSJ
ways, such as these:
Residents use the
census to support
community initiatives
involving legislation,
quality-of-life and
GSRWYQIVEHZSGEG]

Local government
SJƤGMEPW use the
census to ensure
public safety and
plan new schools and
LSWTMXEPW

Businesses use
'IRWYW&YVIEYHEXE
to decide where to
FYMPHJEGXSVMIWSJƤGIW
and stores, and these
GVIEXINSFW

Real estate
developers and city
planners use the
census to plan new
homes and improve
RIMKLFSVLSSHW
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WHAT
EVERYONE
SHOULD
KNOW
ABOUT
2020

E v e r y on e
count s .

It’s about fair
representation.

The census counts
every person living
in the U.S. once,
only once, and in
the right place.

Every 10 years, the results of the
census are used to reapportion
the House of Representatives,
determining how many seats
each state gets.

Once a decade, America
comes together to
participate in the decennial
census, creating national
awareness of the census
provides the basis for
reapportioning Congressional
seats, redistricting, and
distributing billions of dollars
in federal funding to support
your state, county, and
We included a printable
version of “Census 101”
fast facts to share with your

I t ’ s i n t he
Co n s t i t u t i o n .

Your data are
confidential.

The U.S. Constitution requires a
census every 10 years. The census
covers the entire country and
everyone living here. The first
census was in 1790.

Federal law protects your census
responses. Your answers can only be
used to produce statistics.

It’s about
redistricting.
to redraw the boundaries of their congressional
and state legislative districts, adapting to

By law we cannot share your
information with immigration
enforcement agencies, law
enforcement agencies, or allow it to
be used to determine your eligibility
for government benefits.

It means
$675 billion.
Census data determine how more than
$675 billion are spent, supporting your
state, county and community’s vital
programs.
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LEARN THE BASICS OF OUTREACH

WHAT WE’VE LEARNED
ABOUT WHAT WORKS
Researchers have long studied the way we access, process, and
EGXSRMRJSVQEXMSR;IŭZIXEOIRXLIMVMRWMKLXWERHGSQIYT[MXL
recommendations and questions to ask yourself when developing your
QIWWEKMRK+VSYRHMRK]SYVGSQQYRMGEXMSRWMRXLIWITVMRGMTPIW[MPPQEOI
XLIQEWIJJIGXMZIEWTSWWMFPI

MAKE IT ACTIONABLE
Page 05

MAKE IT RELEVANT
Page 06

PLAN THE DELIVERY
Page 07
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MAKE IT ACTIONABLE
Reducing friction in the path towards action is
critical—and sometimes the smallest tweaks can
ñ²ŕÕ²ĴõëčõţË²čļõČĭ²Ëļʣ

1

Keep it simple.
Is all the information in my message immediately useful?
Am I using simple language?

3

ۿŞ7XEVXIEGLWXITŭWWIRXIRGIYWMRKXLIWTIGMƤGZIVFSJXLI
EGXMSRXLI]RIIHXSGSQTPIXI
ۿŞHelp people know what to expect, such as documents
XLI]ŭPPRIIHXSFVMRK[MXLXLIQXSERETTSMRXQIRXIXG
ۿŞ&VIEOXLMRKWHS[RMRXSWQEPPIVQSVIQEREKIEFPIGLYROWŪ
for example, “Open a savings account” is more concrete
XLERŰ7EZIQSRI]ű

Make it visual.
What pictures could I use to convey my message?
We’ve all heard the saying “a picture is worth a thousand words,”
but very few informational campaigns begin by drawing a
TMGXYVI,YQERWEVIHVE[RXSEXXVEGXMZIMQEKIV]ERHGSPSVERH
some studies show we read as little as 20% of the text on a
TEKI1EOI]SYVHIWMKRHIJEYPXETMGXYVIERHXLIREHH[SVHW
VEXLIVXLERWXEVX[MXLI\XIRWMZI[VMXXIRXI\X

What are the individual steps my audience should take?
8SLIPTTISTPIXEOIEGXMSRWLS[EGPIEVXSHSPMWXRI\XWXITWSV
FVIEOHS[RXLIWTIGMƤGXEWOWVIUYMVIHXSGSQTPIXIXLEXEGXMSR
Here’s how:

When communicating to mass audiences, there is no award
JSVMQTVIWWMZIYWISJERI\XIRWMZIZSGEFYPEV]7XMGOXSEƤJXL
grade reading level and a conversational style (such as the use
SJGSRXVEGXMSRW XLEXŭWXSXLITSMRX-XŭWIEW]XSSZIVWLEVIMRER
EXXIQTXXSFIXLSVSYKL-RWXIEHTVSZMHISRP]XLIQSWXIWWIRXMEP
items for the immediate actions people need to take, and
MRGPYHIVIJIVIRGIPMROWJSVXLSWIMRXIVIWXIHMRPIEVRMRKQSVI

2

Create a checklist.

4

Prompt people to make a plan.
What kind of planning does my audience need to do?
8LIVIMWSJXIREKETFIX[IIR[LEX[IMRXIRHXSHSERH[LEX
[IEGXYEPP]HS8SGPSWIXLMWKETETVSZIRXEGXMGMWXSTVSZMHI
EƤPPMRXLIFPEROXIQTPEXILIPTMRKMRHMZMHYEPWXSTPERWTIGMƤG
HIXEMPWSJGSQTPIXMRKEXEWO,EZIXLIQERW[IVPSKMWXMGEP
questions such as what time they’ll do something, what mode
of transportation they’ll use, the route they plan to travel, and
SXLIVFEWMG]IXGVMXMGEPHIXEMPW
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MAKE IT RELEVANT
Position your message to work for the audience you
hope to engage—accounting for what’s important to
them and what motivates them.

1

Make it salient.
Why does my audience care?

3

-XŭWIEW]XSJSVKIXXLEXXLIXLMRK]SYŭVIEHZSGEXMRKJSV[LMGL
you know a lot about, may not be as clear to someone even one
WXITVIQSZIH*VEQIXLIŰ[L]űSJXEOMRKEREGXMSREWEZEPYI
TVSTSWMXMSRXLEXŭWMQTSVXERXXS]SYVXEVKIXIHPMWXIRIV

2

Remember when your mom may have made you write thank
]SYRSXIWXS]SYVVIPEXMZIWEJXIV]SYVFMVXLHE]#-XXYVRWSYXWLI
was on to something! Research has shown that personalization
GERMRGVIEWIVIWTSRWIVEXIW8V]XLIWIETTVSEGLIW
ۿŞ4IVWSREPP]EHHVIWWGSQQYRMGEXMSRWWYGLEWPIXXIVWSV
emails
ۿŞ8EMPSVGSRXIRXXSGMXIWTIGMƤGI\EQTPIWXLEXQEXXIVSV
include the reader
ۿŞ-RGPYHITIVWSREPETTIEPWJVSQXLIWIRHIVPMOIEPMXXPI
handwritten note or signature on a template letter

Who does my audience identify with or admire?
;IEVIWXVSRKP]MRƥYIRGIHF][LEXXLSWIEVSYRHYWHS[LEX
we perceive to be “normal” or “acceptable,” and what others
XLMROSJYW-J[ITYFPMGP]GSQQMXXSHSMRKWSQIXLMRK[IŭVI
QSVIPMOIP]XSJSPPS[XLVSYKL;I[MPPTYVGLEWITVSHYGXWXLEX
people we hope to emulate endorse, and consider how others
VEXIVIWXEYVERXWSVMXIQW[I[ERXXSFY]

Make it personal.
Where can I add a personal touch?

Make it social.

4

Consider the right incentives.
How can I make my incentive seem even better?
&SXLƤRERGMEPERHRSRƤRERGMEPMRGIRXMZIWGERFITS[IVJYP
QSXMZEXSVW;LIRIZIVETTP]MRKXLMWXEGXMGGEVIJYPP]GSRWMHIVXLI
XMQMRKSJXLIMRGIRXMZIERHXLIGSRXI\XMR[LMGLMXMWJVEQIH
*SVI\EQTPIEGSYTSRMWQYGLQSVII\GMXMRKJSVEMXIQ
XLEREMXIQIZIRXLSYKLMRFSXLMRWXERGIWERMRHMZMHYEP
MWWEZMRKXLIWEQIEQSYRX4VSZMHMRKEJVIIƤRERGMEPTPERRMRK
GSRWYPXEXMSRQE]FIQYGLQSVIZEPYEFPIHYVMRKXE\WIEWSR
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PLAN THE DELIVERY
Meet people where they’re at—the packaging
of your message matters.

1

Consider the messenger.
Who will my audience listen to?

3

4ISTPITE]EXXIRXMSRXS[LSMWEWOMRKXLIQXSHSWSQIXLMRK
-WMXWSQISRIXLI]ORS[#8VYWX#6IWTIGX#'SRWMHIV[LS[MPP
VIWSREXIFIWX[MXL]SYVXEVKIXEYHMIRGI

2

What is my audience’s schedule like?
When will your message be most relevant?
Research has shown that sending emails at lunchtime led to
increased click rates, emphasizing the new year and a fresh
start increased retirement savings, and asking people to sign
a form at the start, rather than the end of a form reduced selfVITSVXMRKIVVSVW
Whenever possible, make your case for doing something linked
XSWLSVXXIVQGSWXWSVFIRIƤXW;ILEZIEXIRHIRG]XSHMWGSYRX
XLMRKWMRXLIJYXYVIFIGEYWIXLI]WIIQQSVIEFWXVEGX8LMWMW
[L]MXŭWWSLEVHJSVYWXSWEZIJSVVIXMVIQIRXSVOIITXSEHMIX

Where does my audience spend time?
Where will my message be most relevant?
8LIGSRXI\XSJ]SYVWIXXMRKGEREPWSEJJIGXTISTPIŭWMRXIVIWXMR
LIEVMRK]SYVQIWWEKI%VI]SYORSGOMRKSRWSQISRIŭWHSSV
[LIRXLI]ŭVILSQIVIPE\MRKSRE7EXYVHE]QSVRMRKSVXEPOMRK
to them about how the census can impact educational funding
while at the school parents’ night?

Additionally, if you’re sending a written communication such as
EPIXXIVSVTSWXGEVH-RGPYHMRKETLSXSSJXLITIVWSRWIRHMRKXLI
QIWWEKILEWFIIRWLS[RXSMRGVIEWIVIWTSRWMZIRIWW

Consider the timing.

Consider the location.

4

Get creative with your mechanism.
What kinds of communication channels does my audience like
and already use?
;LMPIWIRHMRKPIXXIVWSVƥ]IVMRKGERWXMPPFIIJJIGXMZI
communications mechanisms, research has shown that text
messages, pop-up boxes, and in-app messages are also costIJJIGXMZI[E]WXSGSRRIGX
Consider what channels your audience already engages with so
you can meet them there, rather than trying to direct them to a
RI[TEXLSJLEZMRKXSSTIRXLIMVQEMPSVZMWMXERI[[IFWMXI
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4

IDENTIFY YOUR AUDIENCE

BREAKING BARRIERS
TO PARTICIPATION
8LMWWIGXMSRTVSZMHIWWTIGMƤGI\EQTPIWSJLS[XSETTP]XLITVMRGMTPIWMHIRXMƤIHIEVPMIVMRXLI
GSRXI\XSJXLIGIRWYWXSEHHVIWWWSQIGSQQSRFEVVMIVWXSXEOMRKXLIHIGIRRMEPGIRWYW

“I don’t think the census has any
impact on my life.”

“I have trouble
completing
census forms.”

“I don’t feel
comfortable sharing
my information.”

8LMWTIVWSRMWRŭXWYVI[LEX
census does, how its data
affects them, and why their
TEVXMGMTEXMSRQEXXIVW

8LMWTIVWSRMWGSRGIVRIH
about data privacy or having
their information used by
SXLIVJIHIVEPEKIRGMIW

PAGE 10

PAGE 11

“I don’t have time
ļĔţĆĆĔŁļļñÕ
census.”

8LMWTIVWSRQE]RSXFI
EREXMZI)RKPMWLWTIEOIV
ERHƤRHGIRWYWJSVQW
GSRJYWMRK

8LMWTIVWSRMWZIV]FYW]
and assumes the census
will be time-consuming
ERHGYQFIVWSQI

PAGE 12

PAGE 13
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W H AT T H E Y S A Y

“I don’t think the census has
any impact on my life.”
WHO THIS MIGHT BE

This person has never been shown a clear connection between
the census and its impact on their daily life or community.

MAKE IT
ACTIONABLE

MAKE IT
RELEVANT

PLAN THE
DELIVERY

Create a visual that will stick

Create a badge

Get someone local

&IGEYWIXLIGIRWYWHSIWRŭXJIIPMQTSVXERX
to this group, design an infographic or other
visual aid that can help to connect the dots
SRLS[GIRWYWHEXEMWYWIH&IGEVIJYP
RSXXSQEOIMXSZIVP]GSQTPI\ŪSRIWXVSRK
example that someone will remember is
better than an information overload they
WMQTP]WGER

Leverage local business owner networks to
provide owners with a “census supporter”
badge building awareness during the census
response period and reinforcing the use of
GIRWYWHEXEJSVIGSRSQMGHIZIPSTQIRX

;SVO[MXLTYFPMGWIVZERXWWYGLEWƤVIQIR
police, and school teachers can demonstrate
XLIMQTSVXERGISJXLIGIRWYWJSVFIRIƤXW
XLEXTISTPILMKLP]ZEPYI

Leverage existing touchpoints
Draw on existing interactions such as
community newsletters or events that
highlight the census’ connection to
WSQIXLMRKXLIMRHMZMHYEPMWJEQMPMEV[MXL
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W H AT T H E Y S A Y

“I don’t feel comfortable
sharing my information.”
WHO THIS MIGHT BE

This person wonders: How is my data used and stored?
İÕļñÕÑ²ļ²İÕ²ĆĆŘËĔčţÑÕčļõ²Ćʤ

MAKE IT
ACTIONABLE

MAKE IT
RELEVANT

PLAN THE
DELIVERY

Preview census questions

Start with a sure win

Connect early

Walking people through the questions the
census contains before they actually take
it can help to clarify the type of information
“the government” is asking them, and help
build clarity that there is no identifying
information such as name or social security
RYQFIV

-J]SYEGORS[PIHKIWSQIXLMRK]SYORS[MW
a concern of your audience, they are more
PMOIP]XSVIPEXIXSXLIRI\XXLMRK]SYWE]*SV
example, try highlighting data security as a
legitimate concern before explaining how
MRJSVQEXMSRMWTVSXIGXIH

&IGEYWIXLIWIMRHMZMHYEPWQE]VIUYMVI
more information and discussion than
other groups, begin outreach with them
IEVP])EVP]SYXVIEGL[MPPIREFPIQSVIXMQI
for informational efforts to build their
GSRƤHIRGI[MXLLS[GIRWYWHEXEMWYWIH
ERHTVSXIGXIH

Reputation matters
*MRHMRKEJEQMPMEVTIVWSRXLMWKVSYTXVYWXW
MWTEVXMGYPEVP]MQTSVXERX'LSSWIWSQISRI
who has community standing rather than the
QSWXŰ[IPPORS[RűTIVWSR
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W H AT T H E Y S A Y

“I have trouble completing
census forms.”
WHO THIS MIGHT BE

This audience contains non-native English speakers or recent immigrants.
They may not understand the importance of participating in a census or survey.

MAKE IT
ACTIONABLE

MAKE IT
RELEVANT

PLAN THE
DELIVERY

Reduce word count

Promote responsibility to a group

Meet people where they are

)WTIGMEPP]JSVRSRREXMZI)RKPMWL
speakers, complete an exercise where you
communicate actions to taking the census
[MXLEWJI[[SVHWEWTSWWMFPI

8LIWISJXIRXMKLXORMXGSQQYRMXMIW[MPPZEPYI
the fact that taking the census to represent
their voice and enable a more accurate
allocation of resources for their entire
GSQQYRMX]VIUYMVIWIZIV]SRIXSTEVXMGMTEXI

-HIRXMJ]WIVZMGIWMRHMZMHYEPWYWIŪWYGLEW
TYFPMGXVERWTSVXEXMSRŪERHFVMRKGIRWYW
QIWWEKMRKXLIVI

Make a worksheet
Help people prepare to take the census
with a worksheet or checklist that clearly
WTIGMƤIW[LEXTISTPIRIIHXSORS[MRSVHIV
to complete the census (how many people
PMZIMRXLIMVLSYWIXLIMVEKIWIXG 
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W H AT T H E Y S A Y

“I don’t have time to
ţĆĆĔŁļļñÕËÕčĴŁĴʣʽ
WHO THIS MIGHT BE

This person either assumes the census is cumbersome to complete or
does not value the census highly compared to other tasks.

MAKE IT
ACTIONABLE

MAKE IT
RELEVANT

PLAN THE
DELIVERY

Provide context

Offer micro-incentives

Text and link

Anchor the time it takes to complete the
census to a simple task they do as part of
XLIMVRSVQEPHE]*SVI\EQTPIŰ=SYGER
complete the census while you wait for your
RI\XQIXVSXVEMRű

)ZIREWQEPP]IXVIPIZERXFIRIƤXGERLIPT
ŰXMTXLIWGEPIűJSVWSQISRIFYW]IKKIXXMRK
XS[IEVXLIŰ-ZSXIHűWXMGOIVEX[SVOSVEJVII
GYTSJGSJJIIJSVƤPPMRKSYXXLIGIRWYWSRE
XEFPIXEXEXEFPIMRETYFPMGTPEGI

Reminding this audience to take the census
QYPXMTPIXMQIWGERFILIPTJYP8V]MRGPYHMRK
the link with the reminder so they can take
immediate action and not have to remember
XSGSQIFEGOPEXIV

Make it a default

Printable stickers are included on page 20.

)QFIHERSXMƤGEXMSRSVPMROXSXLISRPMRI
census into a platform they already trust and
YWI*SVI\EQTPIMJMRHMZMHYEPWMRXIVEGX[MXL
your organization by logging into an account
SVZMWMXMRK]SYV[IFWMXI

Public commitment
&IGEYWIXLMWEYHMIRGIMWFYW]GVIEXMRK
a way for them to publicly commit (for
example, signing their name on a public
board) can increase the likelihood they’ll
JSPPS[XLVSYKL
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5

TAILOR YOUR OUTREACH

SEND OUT YOUR
FIRST MESSAGE
Now that we’ve covered some best practices for messaging and given you an
SZIVZMI[SJFEVVMIVWXSTEVXMGMTEXMRKMR'IRWYW&YVIEYWYVZI]W]SYŭVIVIEH]
XSXEMPSV]SYVƤVWXQIWWEKIXS]SYVEYHMIRGI%W]SYGVEJX]SYVQIWWEKIYWI
this checklist to make sure you’re making it as effective as possible:

KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE

MAKE IT RELEVANT

ۿŞWho is my primary audience?

ۿŞWhy does my audience care?

ۿŞWhy might they not participate in the census?

ۿŞWhere can I add a personal touch?

HAVE AN OBJECTIVE

ۿŞWho does my audience identify with
or admire?

ۿŞWhat do I want my audience to do after
receiving my message?
ۿŞDoes my audience have an incentive to take
that action?

MAKE IT ACTIONABLE
ۿŞIs all the information in my message
immediately useful? Am I using simple
language?
ۿŞWhat pictures could I use to convey
my message?
ۿŞHave I communicated the individual steps
my audience should take?
ۿŞWhat kind of planning does my audience need
to do in order to take the action I want?

ۿŞHow can I make my incentive seem
even better?

PLAN THE DELIVERY
ۿŞWho will my audience listen to?
ۿŞWhat is my audience’s schedule like?
ۿŞWhen will your message be most relevant?
ۿŞWhere does my audience spend time?
ۿŞWhere will my message be most relevant?
ۿŞWhat kinds of communication channels
does my audience like and already use?
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6

USE OUR RESOURCES

OUTREACH
MATERIALS
Use the resources in the following pages in your outreach!
'LIGOFEGOEX[[[GIRWYWKSZTEVXRIVWJSVYTHEXIWXSXLIXSSPOMX

OUTREACH PLANNING
WORKSHEET
Page 17

CENSUS 101
Pages 18-19

PRINTABLE STICKERS
Page 20
16

CENSUS OUTREACH
PLANNING WORKSHEET
PLAN YOUR MESSAGE BY ANSWERING THESE QUESTIONS:

What kinds of people does my audience trust and admire?

;LSHS-[ERXXSVIEGL#
What channels of communication does my audience prefer?
Why might they not participate in the census?
What times of day is my audience available?
;LEXMWXLIEGXMSR-[ERXQ]EYHMIRGIXSXEOI#
Where will my audience be most receptive to my message?
8LIWIEVIXLIGSRGVIXIWXITWVIUYMVIH


What incentives will my audience respond to?






Why should my audience care about my message?

FINAL REVIEW CHECKLIST:
ۿŞAll the information in my message is immediately relevant
ۿŞI have edited my language to be simple
ۿŞI have used pictures where possible to convey information
ۿŞI have communicated the individual steps I want people to take.
ۿŞI have considered how to add a personal touch.
ۿŞI have considered how to make my incentive seem even better.
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Census data
determine how
more than $675
billion are spent,
supporting your
state, county and
community’s vital
programs.

It means
$675 billion.

The census counts
every person living
in the U.S. once, only
once, and in the
right place.

Everyone
counts.

After each census, state officials use the
results to redraw the boundaries of their
congressional and state legislative districts,
adapting to population shifts.

It’s about
redistricting.

Completing the census is required:
it’s a way to participate in our
democracy and say “I COUNT!”

Taking part is
your civic duty.

The U.S. Constitution requires a census
every 10 years. The census covers the
entire country and everyone living here.
The first census was in 1790.

It’s in the
Constitution.

Every 10 years, the results
of the census are used to
reapportion the House of
Representatives,
determining how many
seats each state gets.

It’s about fair
representation.

The 2020 Census is closer than you think!
Here’s a quick refresher of what it is and why it’s essential that everyone is counted.

CENSUS 101: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

By law we cannot share your
information with immigration
enforcement agencies, law
enforcement agencies, or allow it
to be used to determine your
eligibility for government benefits.

Federal law protects your census
responses. Your answers can only
be used to produce statistics.

Your data are
confidential.

Residents use the census to
support community initiatives
involving legislation, quality-of-life
and consumer advocacy.

Businesses use census
data to decide where to
build factories, offices and
stores, which create jobs.

You are the expert—we need your
ideas on the best way to make sure
everyone in your community gets
counted.

F I N D O U T H O W TO H E L P AT
C E N S U S . G O V / PA R T N E R S

In 2020, you will be able to
respond to the census
online.

2020 will be
easier than ever.

Real estate
developers use the
census to build new
homes and
revitalize old
neighborhoods.

Local governments
use the census for
public safety and
emergency
preparedness.

You can help.

Census data are being
used all around you.

STICKERS

Formatted to print on Avery 2" round labels (Product # 22807).

I COUNT.

I MADE SURE
MY FAMILY
WAS COUNTED.

2020 Census

ONCE,
ONLY ONCE,
AND IN
THE RIGHT
PLACE.

It’s about

I COUNT.

2020 CENSUS
FINISHER

REPRESENTATION
REDISTRICTING
FEDERAL FUNDING

I FINISHED
THE CENSUS
BECAUSE I
CARE ABOUT

I FINISHED
THE CENSUS
BECAUSE I
CARE ABOUT

2020 Census

I COUNT.
2020 Census

YOU COUNT.
GET COUNTED.

EVERYONE
COUNTS.

I FINISHED
THE CENSUS
BECAUSE I
CARE ABOUT
20
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at the U.S. Census Bureau.
Additional resources for crafting evidence-based
communications and citations for research referenced in
this toolkit can be found at oes.gsa.gov.

WAS THIS TOOLKIT USEFUL?
WAS IT CLEAR?
EêŘĔŁñ²ŕÕĴĭÕËõţËįŁÕĴļõĔčĴĔİêÕÕÑÊ²ËăʞĭĆÕ²ĴÕĆÕļŁĴ
know. We are always looking to improve our materials to
make them as useful as possible.
&Č²õĆŁĴ²ļcensus.partners@census.gov with your
feedback and suggestions.

